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Analyzing Textual Evidence Using the I.Q.C.E. Method 

1. I = Introduce: following your own idea/assertion, introduce or integrate your quote  

(never begin a sentence with quote) 

2. Q = Quote:  provide the quote from the text, which best supports your idea/thought  

3. C = Cite parenthetically: (author’s last name and page) OR if no author (“Title of Article in 

quotes”) 

4. E = Elaborate: explain how your ideas/thoughts connect to the quote AND provide additional 

analysis, without being repetitive 

 

EXAMPLE #1 

 

It can be inferred that Jody is nervous about her test.  For example, according to the text, she was 

“sweating profusely as the teacher handed out the exams” (Collins 25), which is a common physiological 

response from someone experiencing anxiety. 

 
 

EXAMPLE #2 

According to the text, Leon was “shoving his way through the crowd, red-faced and heaving” (Norris 

10); therefore, it can be inferred that he is angry.  Additionally, considering the context of the situation, 

it is also likely that he is embarrassed as a consequence of the confrontation. 

EXAMPLE #3 

It is likely that Kevin is attempting to isolate himself since “he’s been keeping to himself [and]…he has 

stopped speaking to his mother (Jones 2).  This type of behavior is characteristic of an individual who is 

feeling socially threatened. 

 

ADDITIONAL TOOLS FOR INTEGRATION 

TRANSITION INDICATOR 
(speaker/source) 

VERB DIRECT QUOTE 
Written verbatim 

IN-TEXT CITATION 

For example, the author implies that, “ . . .” (Last name or “title”) . 

For instance, the article suggests that, “ . . .” (Last name or “title”) . 

To illustrate, Smith argues that, “ . . .” (Last name or “title”) . 

Additionally, name of character states that, “ . . .” (Last name or “title”) . 

                                                                           

MORE VERBS 
notes points out acknowledges proves admits  

remarks asserts assumes  thinks agrees  

observes emphasizes explains declares verifies  

confirms shows infers  concludes  adds  

claims suggests  illustrates  describes  states 

1. Draw your conclusion 2. Introduce quote 

3. Exact quote from the text 4. Citation (author’s last + pg #) 
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ADVANCED EXAMPLES  
 

It can be inferred that Jessica’s motivation to succeed, is a direct response to the pressures she’s feeling from her 

parents.  For example, it states in the text that “sometimes, her mother criticizes her for underperforming in 

school”.  Directly following this, there is a description about how Jessica “feels like she’ll never live up to her 

father’s expectations” (Blake 10).  Clearly, the author intends to communicate that Jessica’s decision to study for 

long hours, is a reaction to the excessive standards being set at home. 

 

It states in the text that Cole “keeps winning awards…but he just throws them under his bed” (Smith 325); 

therefore, it can be inferred that he may be feeling depressed.  Often, when a person responds negatively to 

positive reinforcement, it is because they are struggling emotionally. 

 

Often, when someone is feeling depressed, they tend to respond negatively to positives situations.  The text 

indicates that Cole may be experiencing these feelings of depression, because it describes how “He keeps 

winning awards…but he just throws them under his bed” (Smith 325). 
 

BRACKETS 

The narrator explains that “[Cole] wakes up in the morning with stomach aches” (Smith 325).  

It states in the text that Cole “wakes up in the morning with stomach aches” (Smith 325). 

Since Cole’s “parents [have been] a little worried” (Smith 325), it’s clear that his negative behaviors are 

becoming problematic. 

SAMPLE ANALYSIS PARAGRAPH 
 

a) Topic sentence(s) 

b) Introduce quote 

c) Quote the text using the above formula 

d) Cite parenthetically 

e) Explain how it connects 

f) Concluding sentence(s) 

Example: 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Concluding sentence 
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Topic sentences 

In Percy Byssche Shelley’s poem, “Lift Not the Painted Veil”, various social themes 

are explored.  Initially, for example, the speaker presents bold assertions about the 

nature of modern reality. To illustrate, in the opening lines of the poem, he warns 

the reader to "Lift not the painted veil which those who live / Call Life" (Shelley 1–

2). Clearly, the "painted veil" is intended to serve as a grim metaphor for life. In this 

sense, the speaker asserts that what we believe to be pure reality is actually nothing 

more than a covering that masks what really lies beneath. Truth, therefore, is 

figuratively covered by a veil of falsehood and is made opaque with the paint of 

people's lies. As the text progresses, so does the speaker’s cynical examination of 

society, typical to the English Romantic Period. 

 


